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ABSTRACT

During the period 4-5-6 September 1974, several small-scale systems

developed within the A-B ship array. One of these, on 5 September, was

investigated by research aircraft on a Basic Cloud-Cluster Mission.

This report presents the four-dimensional wind flow patterns given

by synoptic streamline fields for 4-6 September 1974 and mesoscale

patterns for 5 September. The patterns are related to the cloud and

radar echo fields.

The ultimate aim of this joint research is to study scale inter-

action. A second report, forthcoming when diagnostics and budgets are

completed, will discuss that aspect.
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PREFACE

In order to study scale interaction between synoptic and mesoscale

systems that occurred during the Global Atmospheric Research Program

(GARP) Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE), a joint project by Florida

State University (FSU) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) began in the fall of 1975. Preliminary study results for

4-5-6 September 1974 were presented in a talk at the Tenth Technical

Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology, 6-9 July 1976, at

Charlottesville, Virginia. In this report these days are described in

greater detail by the principal investigators, Gordon Dean (FSU),

analyzing the synoptic scale, and Clark Smith (NCAR), analyzing the

mesoscale.

This report is concerned exclusively with the wind field and its

relation to the main cloud clusters indicated by satellite and radar.

Every effort has been made to obtain available observations from the

many sources operating during GATE and to integrate them in three-

dimensional space and time. It is intended both as a progress report

and as a support document to facilitate the advanced researches of the

authors. A second report, to follow in the near future, will be more

quantitative. In brief, some of the aspects of scale interaction will

be approached through budget studies of mass, moisture, and energy.

The first part of this report, "Synoptic Analysis," prepared by

Gordon Dean under NSF Grant ATM 76-14211, treats the synoptic-scale

flow fields for the entire study period. The second part, "Mesoscale

Analysis," prepared by Clark Smith, deals with the flow patterns centered

on the 5 September mesoscale system when a multi-aircraft mission was

flown in the B-C ship array.
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SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

One of the reasons for the selection of 4-5-6 September 1974 as a

high priority period for GATE research studies was the large amount of

convective activity over the ship array on those dates. The enhanced

convection has been attributed by Burpee and Dugdale (1975) to the

passage of an easterly wave. They used the smoothed north-to-south

component changes of the 700 mb wind at rawinsonde stations along 15°N

to determine the speed of the westward-moving wave. This report, by

contrast, subjects the actual data to detailed analyses every six hours,

and it becomes obvious that the enhanced convection is related to more

than the passage of a large-scale wave in the-easterlies.

The large-scale aspects of the flow pattern on 4-6 September will

be discussed on the basis of charts at six pressure levels which have

been analyzed to insure the continuity of all systems in time and space.

Supplementing these streamline charts are SMS-l1 infrared satellite photo-

graphs reduced to the analysis area and scale at six-hour intervals for

the three days.

It will become apparent that there is no simple relationship

between geometric centers of cloudy areas (here defined as the brightest

areas shown in the infrared satellite photographs) and small cyclonic

centers in the streamline fields; that is, the cyclonic center may

appear in any section of the cloud mass or at some distance away from
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its geometric center, even appearing in clear air. Conversely, there

are examples of cloudiness in the absence of cyclonic centers in the

wind field.

DATA

Analysis Area

Figure 1 shows the analysis area chosen for this study, with names,

call letters, and positions of the GATE upper air stations and land

stations in West Africa. The analysis over this area includes systems

moving from West Africa into the GATE ship network and systems leaving

the area of the ship network.

Data Sources

The primary source for analysis of upper air data was the unvali-

dated teleprinter paper tape data set prepared by the Synoptic-Scale

Subprogram Data Center and made available to the World Data Centers.

Surface data, also now available at the World Data Centers, were from

hourly World Meteorological Organization (WMO) reports. Another upper

air and surface source was the dropsonde data set taken by the Air Force

WC-135 and prepared by the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR). The commercial aircraft data set collected by NCAR/NASA,

Florida State University, and Colorado State University was plotted and

used in the analyses, but not reproduced on those analyses.

After the completed plotting and analysis, the upper air 5 mb

data set for the U.S. ships prepared by the Center for Experiment

Design and Data Analysis became available. The differences in wind
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values between this machine-reprocessed data set and the sonde operator

paper tape data set indicate that there are occasional small vector

differences in the three-day period. At this time we have made no

departures from the wind values in the paper tape data set, since only

minor relocations of systems are suggested and a final wind analysis

is not warranted until all data sets are available.

Analysis Levels

Convective clouds grow upward through many levels of the tropo-

sphere and the positions of the clouds relative to the synoptic systems

should be studied at a number of analysis levels. For this purpose

wind analyses (Figs. 2-13) are provided at the surface and 850, 700,

500, 300, and 200 mb levels at six-hour intervals in the analysis area

(1°S to 18.5°N and 7°W to 36°W; see Fig. 1). The wind analyses also

give the tracks of the cyclone and anticyclone centers as well as the

heights to which the systems extend. A track chart summarizing the

motion of all 850 mb systems has been provided. The vertical con-

tinuity of all systems at any six-hour interval can be seen quickly

by examining successive analysis levels above or below.

Symbol Representation of Wind Centers

Wind centers have been represented on the charts by a circle with

a diameter of 1° of latitude. This symbol facilitates the drafting of

streamlines. In no way does the symbol imply the absence of wind direc-

tion within the circle.
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DESCRIPTION OF DISTURBANCES DURING THE STUDY PERIOD

There were numerous cyclonic circulations that developed over

West Africa and over the eastern Atlantic Ocean on 4-6 September. They

are typically 150-450 km across, and if a "wavelength" were to be

associated with them, it would be in the 300-900 km range -- that is,

between the scales usually defined as "mesoscale" and "synoptic scale."

If a name is necessary, "mesosynoptic cyclone" is tentatively suggested.

These "mesosynoptic cyclones" are the analytical features most closely

related to the individual cloud systems.

Early on 4 September, the 850 mb cyclone called A (Fig. 2) stopped

its westward motion by 1200 GMT and subsequently began to move north-

ward, ultimately reaching Bamako by 5 September, 1200 GMT. As early as

0600 GMT on 4 September, a new cyclone, called B, developed to the west

of cyclone A over the ocean. Cyclone C, a small system with a lifetime

of only hours, developed near the B-scale array on 5 September; its

history will be discussed in detail in the next section and also in the

"Mesoscale Analysis" section of this report. Cyclones D and E (Fig. 2)

are shown in the analysis area but will not be discussed.

In attempting to determine why there were numerous cyclone

developments within the period of study, it is suggested that a model

of a simple, large-scale wave passage in the analysis region is an

oversimplification. The cloud and cyclone developments occurred

mostly in advance of the large-scale wave axis, but also behind it.

The interaction of the cyclones with the larger scale flow caused the

wave axis to move in a very irregular manner at any given time, unlike

the deceptively simple motion of the wave derived from filtered data.
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An examination of the upper tropospheric flow pattern on

4-6 September showed no obvious prior unusual divergence mechanism

advecting over the oceanic region from West Africa to "trigger" con-

vection and low-level cyclogenesis. Several outflow patterns did form

in situ above the convection and will be discussed later.

In examining the lower tropospheric flow patterns it was noted

that the 700 mb wind speeds were unusually strong near the Cape Verde

Islands. A time section of the total wind speed for stations located

along the 23½°W meridian was made for the three days (Fig. 14). Indeed,

wind speeds on 4-5 September were nearly twice the average Phase III

wind speeds. The horizontal 700 mb wind analyses do not clearly indi-

cate an advection of strong wind speeds into these longitudes from the

east. Such strong speeds, especially in the Cape Verde Islands, were

initially associated with a cyclone that moved through the GATE ship

array on 2-3 September and were maintained afterwards. Perhaps the

strong winds were related to the position, strength, or a combination

of the two, of the subtropical anticyclonic cells north of the Cape

Verde Islands (a region of very sparse data).

At any rate, cyclonic vorticity (shear) in the lower troposphere

was very much stronger than the Phase III average during these days

(Fig. 14) and it occurred well in advance of any wave axis. The strong

vorticity field was not expressed in a single cloud cluster and cyclone

development as might be expected; instead, it was manifested initially

in several enhanced convective cloud clusters and their associated

mesosynoptic cyclone centers.
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In general, the large-scale flow patterns in the GATE area were

related to the large-scale temperature field. The radiosonde tempera-

ture and dew point depression values have been plotted for all upper

air stations. As can be shown on any chart, the temperature values are

relatively low at any level in the zone of cloudiness (near 10°N). The

station temperature values are much higher to the north (15-20°N) and

they are slightly lower to the south (3-5°N). The larger scale tempera-

ture gradients, primarily within the lower troposphere, are reflected in

the vertical shear of easterly wind speed with height. The environmental

horizontal and vertical wind shears generally require cyclones to slope

equatorward, again primarily in the lower troposphere (below 700 mb).

Most cyclones of any size extended upward to 400 mb within the longitudes

of the GATE ship array. Based upon synoptic analysis, the height to

which cyclones extended decreased to the west.

The 850 mb analyses for the three-day period best illustrate the

multitude of low-level cyclones and anticyclones that existed. Aloft

at 200 mb, where upper level divergence occurs within and above cloud

clusters, one should note the various ways in which the atmosphere com-

bines wind directional diffluence and wind speed divergence to remove

air brought upward to those levels by convection.

The flow patterns from 4 to 6 September at 300 and 200 mb are very

interesting because of the wind speed changes. On 4 September above

the B-scale ship array the magnitude of wind speed was weak. Thereafter,

the magnitude continued to increase. Associated with these increased

speeds were marked changes in the wind direction field. Convective
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updrafts increased the mass aloft. The way in which the upper atmo-

sphere removed this excess mass is illustrated in these case study

days. On 4 September, from 1200 to 1800 GMT (Figs. 4 and 5), a meso-

scale system (squall line) passed over the ships Quadra, Oceanographer,

and Researcher from the northeast toward the southwest. The upper

level divergence above the cloud mass appeared as an anticyclonic out-

draft cell. This cell could be first detected at 400 mb at 1200 GMT.

By 1800 GMT the anticyclonic outdraft cell extended upward through the

300 and 200 mb levels and moved westward on the southern flank of the

cloud mass. This outdraft cell continued to move westward on

5 September, 0000 GMT; only remnants of it remained at 0600 GMT

(Figs. 6 and 7).

A new cloud mass developed near 10°N, 20°W on 5 September, 0000 GMT

(Fig. 6). At this time, the divergence in that region was almost

entirely concentrated in a strong asymptote of diffluence. In con-

trast, after 0600 GMT on 6 September, the diffluent asymptote essen-

tially disappeared, and it appeared that the upper divergence pattern,

as well as the low-level convergence pattern, weakened over the B-array.

The movement and vertical extent of several low-level anticyclonic

cells during the three days are also worth noting. On 4 September, at

0000 GMT, two 850 mb cells were located near 7°N (Fig. 2). In time the

western cell moved southwestward, eventually to the ship Saldanha (2°N,

35°W), but the eastern cell lost its identity after 5 September, 0600 GMT.

On 4 September, neither anticyclonic cell extended upward to 700 mb,

but both were overlain by a ridge in the easterly flow. By
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5 September, 1200 GMT, one can note the growth of the western 850 mb

anticyclonic cell into the 700 mb surface as a cusp. The disappearance

of the eastern 850 mb anticyclonic cell after 5 September, 0600 GMT,

in the wind direction field has already been indicated. Its disappear-

ance was due to the overall increase in wind speed of the low tropo-

spheric monsoon westerlies that accompanied the growth of cyclone C

located near 9½°N, 23°W (Fig. 7).

A new anticyclonic system came into existence on 5 September,

1200 GMT, in the mid-troposphere (500 mb) near 5-6°N, 20°W (Fig. 8).

It was maintained throughout 6 September, but this cell never extended

downward into the 850 mb surface in the wind direction field since the

overall speeds in the monsoon westerlies were too strong. However, its

presence is reflected in the form of a speed minimum in the westerlies.

DESCRIPTION OF WIND FIELD--LARGE-SCALE HISTORY OF 5 SEPTEMBER
MESOSCALE SYSTEM

The infrared satellite pictures suggest that the initial cloud

or clouds that later enlarge to cloud cluster size for the mesoscale

system case study, named cyclone C, can be detected about 2100 GMT on

4 September near 10°N, 20°W. These clouds appear to be associated

with the surface monsoon asymptote of confluence shown on the surface

maps for 4 September, 1800 GMT, and 5 September, 0000 GMT (Figs. 5

and 6). There was no cyclone center at any level near the generating

cloud area. This cloud development was independent and west of a

cyclone labeled B, near 17°W. On 5 September, 0000 GMT (Fig. 6), the

environmental winds in the cloud generating area were east-northeasterly
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from 850 mb to 400 mb and east-southeasterly at 300 and 200 mb, and

appear to be less than 15 knots in speed at all levels. A cyclone

center, for which there appears to be no earlier continuity, developed

at 700 mb near 7°N, 22°W. This system has been drawn in the form of a

cusp downward to 850 mb and upward to 500 mb. Six hours earlier on

4 September, 1800 GMT, in that same area (Fig. 5), the winds were north-

easterly from 700 to 300 mb, and southeasterly at 200 mb. By 5 September,

0600 GMT, the cloud mass had enlarged (Fig. 7). During the six hours

from 0000 to 0600 GMT on 5 September, the following important changes in

the wind flow pattern occurred: (a) a surface cyclone formed to the

west of the cloud mass at 90°N, 23°W; (b) the surface cyclone sloped

equatorward to 6½°N at 700 mb and then poleward to 8½°N at 500 mb; and

(c) no cyclone center appeared at 300 or 200 mb. The developing cloud

mass thereafter always remained on the eastern or northeastern side of

the cyclone. The analyses imply that the 700 mb cyclone on 5 September,

0600 GMT, is the same one that newly developed on 5 September, 0000 GMT.

During the previous six-hour period that 700 mb cyclone extended down-

ward to the surface and upward to 400 mb.

By 1200 GMT on 5 September, the cloud area enlarged even more

(Fig. 8). Again, as at 0600 GMT, a small cyclone extended from the

surface to 400 mb and was located on the western edge of the cloud

mass. Even further to the west there developed another new cyclone

center, called cyclone E. Beginning at 0600 GMT, cyclone E extended

from the surface to 400 mb and by 1200 GMT was associated with the

cloud mass centered near 9°N, 250W.
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At 1800 GMT on 5 September the cloud mass associated with cyclone

C began to lose its brightness (Fig. 9). By 6 September, 0000 GMT, this

cloud had lost almost all of its elements (Fig. 10). The cyclonic cir-

culation, however, continued to be identifiable through 6 September,

1200 GMT, moving slowly westward (Fig. 12). After this time the cyclone

evidently dissipated. Partial support for this statement is the fact

that the cyclone at 1200 GMT no longer existed above 700 mb, whereas at

0600 GMT it extended to 400 mb.

On Fig. 15 are cross sections of wind components (kt) along 23 °W

for 1200 GMT (a) and 1800 GMT (b), 5 September. The upper wind com-

ponents at stations along the cross section between 5-10°N changed

during the six-hour period: that is, they reversed in the mid-

troposphere from weak easterlies to weak westerlies and at 850 mb at

10°N from westerly to easterly. The increase in depth of westerlies

between 5 and 10°N was associated with cyclone C, which moved from the

northeast into the GATE ship network.

CONCLUSIONS

The analyses presented here have shown that a number of cyclones

developed in the low troposphere that were closely associated with

enhanced convection on the B-scale ship array on 4-6 September. These

cyclones have dimensions similar to those of the individual cloud

systems, i.e., several hundred kilometers. They are intermediate in

scale between mesoscale and synoptic.

In general, these cyclones developed farther to the west with time

and moved northward. As each cyclone passed near a particular station,
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it was the cause of the major wind shift at that station. For example,

cyclone A accounted for the wind changes at Bamako on 4 September,

1200 GMT (Fig. 4). At Dakar, cyclone B accounted for wind changes on

5 September, 1800 GMT (Fig. 9). At Praia and Sal, cyclone D accounted

for changes on 7 September, and cyclone E accounted for changes at the

ship Charterer (15°N, 35°W) on 10.September (complete tracks for

cyclones D and E are not shown beyond 7 September).

Burpee and Dugdale's (1975) study intentionally focused upon the

easterly wave (3000 km) scale only and used filtered meridional wind

components at 200 mb to fix the time of wave passage at each station.

The sequence of cyclonic developments shown herein is far more complex

and may be more closely related to the actual cloud system developments.

Of course, the fact that cyclonic developments are taking place pro-

gressively farther westward is not incompatible with Burpee and Dugdale's

westward-moving synoptic-scale wave. But it is clear that such a wave

is not sinusoidal in shape, nor steady in its movements, nor fixed in

its orientation.

The northward motion of the cyclones, which would be expected to

have moved westward within an easterly flow, has not been explained.

It is worth noting that the cyclones are dependent upon boundary layer

convergence of moist air for their initiation, growth and decay. In

the GATE area, boundary layer convergence generally appears as a con-

vergent and confluent asymptote between southwesterly and northwesterly

winds. In the summer this synoptic feature is oriented ENE-WSW in

the GATE area, but it does undergo pronounced changes in latitude and
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orientation from day to day. On 4 September, at 1200 GMT, the con-

fluent asymptote was oriented east-west from the GATE ship array to the

African coast (Fig. 4). In time, this feature moved northward to a

position near the Cape Verde Islands on 8 September with a northeast-

southwest orientation. It remained there through 10 September. The

growth of convective clouds was largely governed by this asymptote

and accompanying cyclones.

Cyclone C first appeared a few hours after and to the southwest of

the rapid growth of a cloud mass. A cyclonic circulation extended from

the surface to 400 mb by 0600 GMT on 5 September. Above the cloud mass,

both diffluence and speed divergence appear to be the outflow mecha-

nisms at the 300 and 200 mb levels. The surface asymptote initially

supplied the indraft and convergence of moist air. The decay of the

convective cloud in the middle and upper troposphere occurred rapidly

after 1800 GMT, but the lower cloud mass persisted for many hours, as

did-the cyclonic circulation.
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 2 but for 1200 GMT, 5 September 1974.
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MESOSCALE ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the flow fields associated with the

5 September mesoscale disturbance at seven constant pressure levels

at 1230 and 1530 GMT when research aircraft made box flight patterns

in the B-C ship array. This important but limited objective is a first

step toward understanding the dynamics of the system, which is the ulti-

mate aim of this research.

The solutions are tentative. First, not all ship data were

available at the time of analysis, particularly for the C-ships,

and all rawinsonde data require further evaluation. Second, the solu-

tions incorporate an early stage of understanding of how convection

affects the mesoscale flow at various levels in the atmosphere. For

example, what occurs when a low-level flow meets a line of convection?

Does the direction field remain the same but the speed field diminish,

as may be expected in a weak convective case? Or, in a stronger con-

vective situation does a confluent line form ahead of the line and

normal to its direction of movement? Finally, in the strongest case,

does a sink occur, signaling possible cyclone development? Clearly,

when no, or only partial, data are available to define a convection-

related flow explicitly, models of the dynamics as presently understood

must be used. At a later date, through diagnostics and budgets and by

the analysis of similar GATE situations where the data define the flow

explicitly, this question will be examined further.
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A major analysis problem consists of the integration of the prin-

cipal data sets: namely, aircraft, rawinsonde, radar, and satellite.

Each data type has its basic time and space limitations applicable to

all studies as well as this one. As examples:

1. The system to be analyzed may lie only partially within the

rawinsonde network.

2. Aircraft data are nonsynchronous, so that a mesoscale

analysis time must be determined in order to guide the

removal of smaller scale variations.

3. Radar has range limitations, and therefore the position of

the observing platform relative to the system is important.

4. Satellite wind vectors may be unobtainable in areas of in-

tense convection in the low troposphere and over large

regions in the high troposphere for lack of targets or be-

cause a dense cirrus shield completely obscures the area

below.

These examples of limitations do not form a complete set but they serve

to identify problems involved with this as well as other GATE studies.

The virtues of each data system have been deliberately taken for granted.

Used in combination, the variety of available GATE data has the potential

of providing near complete descriptions of mesoscale phenomena.

In conclusion, a final analysis, even of this limited scope, is

reserved for the future. It is hoped, however, that the material pre-

sented is suggestive to researchers interested in this and other GATE

mesoscale situations.
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DATA

Analysis Area

Figure 16 shows the analysis area, the B and C ship positions, a

typical box pattern flown by the research aircraft, and the outer analog

radar range circles of the Oceanographer (125 n mi) and the Quadra

(200 km). The ships were not uniformly distributed with respect to the

aircraft box patterns. Also, the aircraft boxes did not completely

surround the convection associated with the disturbance. Therefore, the

analysis area was expanded outward from the boxes to encompass, insofar

as feasible, the "eastern" cloud mass (Fig. 8) and particularly the

radar echoes accompanying it.

Analysis Times

The choice of analysis times was based upon three factors. First,

the time required for each of the three low-level aircraft to navigate

a box pattern was about two hours. Each aircraft flew two box patterns;

therefore, two analysis times were possible. The high-level aircraft

(CV-990) made three box patterns, two at the 250 mb level and one at

the 200 mb level, plus a line pattern near 500 mb. Each high-level box

pattern required about one hour to complete. Second, although the low-

level aircraft flew approximately the same flight tracks for both

patterns, they were not stacked vertically. The average separation

in time between the lead and last aircraft was about 25 minutes.

Further, the direction of the flight path was reversed at the commence-

ment of the second box pattern, from clockwise on the first box to
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counterclockwise on the second. The third consideration was the orienta-

tion of convection with respect to the aircraft box patterns. A more

detailed description of the system will be givenlater but, simply, at

mid-day on 5 September, it consisted of two nonparallel convective

lines which had recently joined. One of these was a convective line

some 200 km in length oriented NW-SE and moving to the southwest. This

line was just entering the eastern border of the first of the two fixed

aircraft patterns. For the aircraft observations on this eastern

border to be representative of the flow near the convective line, the

first analysis time was chosen to be 1230 GMT. The second analysis

time was 1530 GMT. The representativeness of the aircraft observations

for the mesoscale will be discussed when the individual analyses are

presented.

Data Sources

The four principal data sources used in this study were observa-

tions from research aircraft, rawinsondes from the GATE ship network,

vectors derived from a geostationary satellite, and echo motions derived

from the Oceanographer radar. Table 1 summarizes the observing plat-

forms, the platform altitudes, and the constant pressure levels to

which the observations were applied. A single asterisk indicates that

data have not yet been received and a double asterisk that the data are

considered questionable and therefore not used.

Magnetic tapes archived at the World Data Center A were the source

of rawinsonde information: the U.S. upper air 5 mb set produced by the
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Table 1. Observing Platforms

Approximate
Platform Pressure
Altitude Level

Platform (m) (mb)

GATE surface ship (WMO) 10 1000
GATE A-B upper air 120-150 1000
RAF U.K. C-130 (United Kingdom) 150 1000
U.S. Navy P-3a (United States) 150 1000

GATE A-B upper air 550-460 970
NCAR L-188 (United States) 460 970

GATE A-B upper air 1,525 850
NOAA U.S. C-130 (United States) 1,525 850

GATE A-B upper air 3,150 700
OCEANOGRAPHER radar echo motions 700

MGO IL-18M (U.S.S.R.) 4,900 550*

GATE A-B upper air 5,850 500
NASA CV-900 (United States) 6,100 500

GATE A-B upper air 7,550 400
CAO IL-18C (U.S.S.R.) 7,600 400**

GATE A-B upper air 10,900 250
NASA CV-990 (United States) 10,700 250
SMS 1 high-cloud satellite wind vectors 250

GATE A-B upper air 12,350 200
NASA CV-990 (United States) 11,900 200
SMS 1 high-cloud satellite wind vectors 200

Data set not yet archived.Data set not yet archived.

Data considered questionable and not used.
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Center for Experiment Design and Data Analysis (CEDDA); the U.S.S.R.

ships' upper air (WMO) set prepared by the All-Union Scientific

Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information; and other early

archived data sets from Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,

and the United Kingdom.

High-cloud satellite vectors applied at the 250 and 200 mb levels

were obtained through the courtesy of Dr. David Martin. This set was

produced by the University of Wisconsin and is now available at the

World Data Centers as a Convection Subprogram Data Center product.

Low-cloud satellite vectors, also available in this set, were not used

since the tracers did not fall within the analysis area.

The United States aircraft data sets on magnetic tape were pre-

pared by NCAR. The United Kingdom data set for the U.K. C-130 was

prepared by their Meteorological Office. All aircraft data have been

archived at the World Data Centers.

A nonstandard data set was obtained from the Oceanographer radar

echo motions tracked by the author using the University of Wisconsin's

Man-Computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS). The motive for

obtaining radar echo motions was to fill the data void inside the air-

craft box patterns (Fig. 16). These radar echo motions aided in the

description of the low tropospheric flow.

The method of obtaining radar echo motions on McIDAS was identical

to that for generating wind sets from satellite cloud tracers by cursor

tracking. [For details of this process and system references see the
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article by Suchman and Martin (1976).] In this instance the set was

Oceanographer hybrid digital radar data prepared by CEDDA and available

on magnetic tape. This set consists of Cartesian hybrid PPI scans

(1 per 15 minutes) derived from the digital radar collected on C-band

radar with a maximum range of 256 km. Data bins were 4 km x 4 km and

the intensity resolution was 1 dBZ.

RADAR AND SATELLITE DESCRIPTION OF THE MESOSCALE DISTURBANCE ON
5 SEPTEMBER

Recapitulation of Cyclone Development on the Synoptic Scale

A detailed account of the in situ cyclone development within the

GATE B-ship array has been given in the section titled "Description of

Wind Field," p. 8 in "Synoptic Analysis." In brief, at low and mid-

tropospheric levels, the period from 1800 GMT, 4 September, to 1200 GMT,

5 September, saw the development of an east-west trough extending from

the B-scale ship array to the west coast of Africa. Within this trough

several cyclones have been identified.

Of the two cloud masses shown in the 1200 GMT infrared satellite

photograph (Fig. 8), the mesoscale analysis to be presented describes

only the easternmost. Its early beginnings 12 hours prior were shown

in the satellite photograph in Fig. 6. In that photograph a small cir-

cular cloud mass appears near 9½°N, 21°W together with associated cloud

entities trailing to the southeast. The first appearance of echoes

connected with this cloud mass on the Oceanographer radar at its maxi-

mum range was at approximately 0000 GMT on 5 September.
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Components of the Mesoscale Disturbance

The 0900 GMT, 5 September, SMS-1 visible ½ n mi resolution photo-

graph (Fig. 17a) affords an excellent opportunity to examine the struc-

tures of the "western" and "eastern" cloud masses. Three hours later

the convective details became obscured because of alto- and cirro-stratus

cloud cover (Fig. 18a). At 0900 GMT parts of both cloud masses were with-

in the analysis area (Fig. 16). The longitude of the Quadra formed an

approximate dividing line between the two masses.

The 0900 and 1200 GMT satellite photographs are presented first

without interpretation (Figs. 17a and 18a, respectively), and then with

interpretation which illustrates in schematic form the different struc-

tures of the two cloud mass systems (Figs. 17b and 18b). Some of the

interpreted details are obvious. Others are not. The latter rest upon

examination of radar and satellite products both in still and motion

form. A selection of these products will be presented when necessary

to support a particular explanation.

The "western" mass (Fig. 17b) was composed of linear convective

lines oriented NW-SE, the longest of which was about 500 km. A rela-

tively clear moat separated each line. The structure of the "western"

system, it is suggested, consisted of alternating transverse circula-

tions with net upward motion in the lines and net downward motion

between them, Line movement between 0900 and 1200 GMT was to the south-

-1
west at approximately 5 m s , The wind flow at the 850 and 700 mb

levels was from the northwest at 0600 GMT (Fig. 7) and 1200 GMT (Fig. 8).

The large relatively clear areas (stippled in Fig. 17b) suggest that

mid-level sinking occurred between the two systems.
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The "eastern" cloud mass at 0900 GMT was composed of curved convec-

tive lines. Two of these, labeled Convective Lines 1 and 2 (CL 1 and

CL 2) are of great importance to the streamline analyses. CL 1 had a

movement to the southwest, and CL 2 had motion components toward both

west and north. Convective Line 3 (CL 3) was also important to the

development of the "eastern" system but initially may be regarded as a

part of the "western" cloud mass. It moved to the southeast beginning

about 0900 GMT. In all further discussion of line movement no distinc-

tion will be made among movements that occurred as a consequence of echo

translation, echo propagation, or a combination of both.

Satellite photographs, Figs. 17 and 18, serve an additional purpose--

to maintain in mind an overall view of the "eastern" system. Only a part

of the total system was penetrated by aircraft (Fig. 18b). Also, the

Oceanographer and Quadra radars each scanned different areas, and those

areas were very small compared to the system as a whole.

Up to the present in this report the words "cloud mass" have been

used as qualifiers to denote the "eastern" and "western" systems. These

words imply existence but not structure or cause. In view of the fore-

going analysis of SMS-1 satellite photographs, it is suggested that, if

the systems are classified by structure, the "western" system be called

a "linear cluster" and the "eastern" one a "cyclonic cluster," that is,

one composed of curved convective bands.

Radar and Satellite Description Between 0500 and 1200 GMT

In order to understand the structure of the "eastern" cluster at

the time the research aircraft began their investigation (about 1200 GMT),
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hourly Quadra and Oceanographer radar PPI displays are presented from

0500 GMT to 1200 GMT (Figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22), Early in the period

(Figs. 19 and 20).a near stationary convective line oriented east-west

existed over the Quadra (CL 3 in Fig. 17b). Irregular lines of con-

vection moved from the north to merge with that line. The Oceanographer

radar shows best for these times: convective line CL 1 oriented NW-SE,

moving to the southwest. Between 0500 and 0600 GMIT, CL 1 split into a

faster moving northern part and a slower moving southern one. At

0600 GMT convective development began behind CL 1 at the point of

spliting. With time this secondary convective activity increased in

areal extent and intensity. This convection lay between CL 1 and CL 2,

as shown in Figs. 17b and 18b.

Figures 21 and 22 show a series of complicated line movements between

0900 and 1200 GMT. Beginning approximately at 0900 GMT a part of CL 3

west of the Quadra began to move southward. Along with slow movement

-1(5 m s ), convection on this line became more intense. At about

1100 GMT a merger, or joining at one end, of CL 3 and CL 1 took place,

at which time the multicelled convection became the most intense.

Through 1800 GMT CL 3 continued its southeastward movement past the

Oceanographer (about 1800 GMT), although it was much diminished in

east-west extent. Already at 1530 GMT, the second analysis time, CL 3

had moved out of the fixed aircraft box pattern.

Although perhaps the most significant event which occurred during

the period from 0900 GMT to 1200 GMT, the merger of CL 3 with CL 1 was

not the sole complication. The NW-SE-oriented band, CL 1, lost many
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of its former "line" characteristics through secondary development

at its rear. At about 1000 GMT the northern part of CL 1 extended

northwestward to merge with CL 2 east of the Quadra. The elements, or

cells, of the merger, now renamed CL 1-2, began to move slowly in the

same southwestward direction as the former CL 1.

Radar and Satellite Description between 1200 and 1600 GMT

On the left of Figs. 23 and 24 are Oceanographer PPI radar displays,

and on the right are ½ n mi resolution SMS-1 visible digital displays

shown at half-hour intervals from 1200 through 1530 GMT on 5 September.

The solid square on the radar PPI scans represents the position of the

Oceanographer. These images were produced by the writer, who used

McIDAS facilities at the University of Wisconsin. They are photographs

of a video tape replay and not of the original McIDAS CRT displays.

Above 9°N the radar pictures reveal some distortion due to image tearing

of the video tape. For these reasons the quality of these images has

been substantially reduced from the original McIDAS terminal displays

but the features to be discussed remain.

Radar echo motions, cursor-tracked by the author with direction

-1
and speed indicated by shaft and barb (1 full barb = 10 m s ), were

placed on both the radar and visible satellite pictures. The echo

motions were for the time intervals 1200-1215, 1230-1245 GMT, etc.

The targets were the brightest radar returns, tracked usually for

The video tape from which these photographs were made is available for
viewing at NCAR.
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periods of from 3/4 to 1¼ hourso The estimated diameters of the targets

were 10 to 30 km. The correspondence between the echo motions and the

wind field will be discussed later.

The following three events, illustrated by Figs. 23 and 24, bear

on the streamline analyses:

1. The breakup of the southern part of CL 1-2. Observe near 8°N,

21°W the dissipation of radar echoes between 1200 and 1430 GMT.

2. The appearance of a gust front near 8°N, 21°W in the visible

satellite pictures. The most striking view of the gust front is

shown in the 1330 GMT picture. Normal to the curved front, cirrus

blow-offs to the southwest can be detected. Another view of the

gust front is shown in Fig. 25 at 1430 GMT, an identical but en-

larged picture at the same time as Fig. 24. Observations appro-

priate to the Navy P-3 flight at 150 m are plotted on this photo-

graph. By 1530 GMT, the second analysis time, the gust front is

no longer apparent in the visible cloud field.

3. The development of a small cyclone north of the gust front (ana-

lyzed at 9°N, 210 W and 9½°N, 20.6°W on the 1230 and 1530 GMT

streamline charts, respectively). In Figs. 23 and 24 it is most

evident on the 1400 GMT satellite photograph. A larger photo-

graphic view of the cyclone is presented at 1500 GMT in Fig. 26.

This last figure also displays the Quadra radar PPI at 1600 GMT

which contains a spiral echo structure at 9½°N, 21½°W. Radar

Polaroids from the U.K. C-130 and remarks made by the aircraft

scientist in his log confirm the existence of the spiral structure
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(1613 GMT -"circulation on radar centered 0930 N 2130 W 10 mis

across."). However, this cyclone is believed not to be the one

shown on the satellite photographs of Figs. 23, 24, and 26. The

latter, out of range of both the Quadra and Oceanographer analog

displays (see Fig. 16), was tracked from 1200 to 1600 GMT by the

author on McIDAS using half-hourly visible satellite digital data

with an extended range to 138 n mi. Some uncertainty exists in

this measurement but not as much as 60 n mi, the approximate dis-

tance between any small cyclone identified by aircraft and the much

larger one seen by satellite. Further, the spiral structure on the

Quadra radar (Fig. 26) was mentioned by only one aircraft, the U.K.

C-130, and then only at the completion of its second box pattern.

Prior to 1500 GMT no spiral structure can be discerned on the

Quadra radar analog PPI presentation.

Radial Radar Cross Sections at 1230 and 1530 GMT

This subsection examines presentations of the Oceanographer radar

(Figs. 27 and 28) at the analysis time in two ways. The first is in

the form of PPI displays (base tilt 0.6°) reduced photographically from

microfilm, and the second is radial cross sections of RHI's at every

20° of azimuth beginning at 321° and proceeding clockwise to 81°. The

C-band radar recorded PPI tilt angle scans digitally and photographi-

cally every 15 minutes (Hudlow, 1975). The digital data were processed

by Leary and Houze (1976) into RHI format. The converted data (re-

flectivities) were furnished by R. Houze, Jr., of the University of

Washington, with values placed in appropriate bins. On Figs. 27 and 28
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the selection of the reflectivity contours, the analyses, and reduction

to accord with the photographically reduced PPI displays were done at

NCAR. The first contour on these cross sections represents the same

low signal values described and utilized by Leary and Houze (1976).

The figure inserts illustrate the plan view reflectivity contouring

(top) and the vertical section reflectivity (bottom).

During Phase III of GATE the Oceanographer radar echo returns were

not range-normalized. Therefore, reflectivities of the PPI's were a

function of range and so the first PPI contour is labeled 'variable.'

Values of reflectivities corresponding to various ranges are tabulated

in the center of the figure inserts. Rainfall rates (mm/h) were ob-

1 25
tained using the Z-R relationship 232R 25 , which is a relationship in-

formally adopted recently by GATE radar meteorologists (A. Miller,

private communication) based on GATE microphysical data. On the verti-

cal cross sections a dashed line indicates a value of reflectivity

half-way between two contours. They are given only when necessary to

preserve maximum values.

In Fig. 27 the E-W line, CL 3, at 1230 GMT extended approximately

between 21.5 and 23.5°W longitude and 8.2 and 8.6°N latitude. Along

radials 321° and 341° at all ranges echo motions were from the north-

west and echo tops averaged about 8 km. The center of the most intense

convection lies along the 021° radial between radar ranges of about 30

and 60 n mi. This multicelled echo cluster represented the merger of

CL 3 with CL 1. Immediately to the north, echo motions were from the

north and north-northeast. South of the cluster echo motions were from
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the northwest and west-northwest. Echo tops of this multicelled system

reached approximately 14 km.

Convective lines CL 1 and CL 2, also now merged, can be seen on

radials 001° thru 081° at distances of greater than 60 n mi from the

Oceanographero Echo motions at 1230 GMT of CL 1-2 differed markedly.

Echo motions were from the northeast along radials 001°, 021°, and 041°,

but echo motions were from the southwest to south along radials 061°

and 081 °. One exception on radial 081° was between radar ranges 48 and

72 n mi, where echo motions were from the northeast and represented gust

front motion illustrated in Fig. 23. Maximum echo tops on this front

were about 6 km.

The echo tops of Fig. 27 were checked by the tilt sequences of the

Quadra radar (9°N, 22½°W) using a range-height diagram. The Quadra

radar saw only a part of the Oceanographer radial 081° at its outer

range (see Fig. 16). There was only one area of substantial disagree-

ment between the Quadra and the Oceanographer radars with respect to

echo tops: at distances greater than 60 n mi from the Oceanographer

and along radials 001°, 021°, and 041°,.that vessel's radar indicated

echo tops of 9 to 11 km whereas the Quadra indicated tops at approxi-

mately 12 to 14 km. Because the Oceanographer radar scanned through

the intense E-W convective line to observe these echoes, it is suggested

that a problem of attenuation existed. In reality, therefore, the echo

clusters of CL 1-2 may have been as intense as the E-W convective line

cluster located along Oceanographer radial 021°.

In the three hours between 1230 (Fig. 27) and 1530 GMT (Fig. 28),

convective line C1 3, moved further to the southeast toward the
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Oceanographer. The line greatly diminished in east-west extent but was

still active. Echo tops at distances of 12-24 n mi from the Oceanographer

along all radials reached 11-12 km. At its most northwestern extent

CL 1-2 was passing at this time over the Quadra;o Echo motions were

from the northeast and echo tops indicated by the Quadra reached 14 km.

At the time of this writing equivalent black body temperature

fields from SMS-1 infrared (IR) sensor images (10.5-12.5 pm) are beginn-

ing to be produced at NCAR. The conversion from IR raw counts (0-255)

is through a standard table (Smith and Vonder Haar, 1976). A prelimi-

nary examination of these fields (not shown) at 1200 and 1500 GMT,

5 September (data available only at hourly intervals), reveals that for

both times in the area 21-23°W and 8-10°N raw counts averaged about 177,

corresponding to a temperature of -32.2°C or a cloud height at the

300 mb level. Within this area it was possible to relate temperature

maxima with intense convection as shown by radar.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WIND FIELD

Placement of Data

At 1230 and 1530 GMT streamline analyses were made at seven con-

stant pressure levels: 1000, 970, 850, 700, 500, 400, and 250 (or 200 mb)o

Figures 29 and 30 are perspectives which show all seven constant pressure

levels in the vertical at 1230 and 1530 GMT, respectively. Following

these, charts at each level and time are presented (Figs. 31-44), and

are shown in the order, 1230 GMT/1000 mb, 1530 GMT/1000 mb, 1230 GMT/

970 mb, etc,, so that changes in the flow that occurred in the three-hour

interval may be visualized.
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All research aircraft data were 60-second averages. At the three

lowest levels, Figs. 31-36, these data are plotted every two minutes of

flight time, and at the highest level, Figs. 43-44, every minute. The

barbs on the observation shafts represent wind speed in knots. Aircraft

pattern starting and ending times are indicated by a box and the time

(GMT) along the track at ten-minute intervals by a triangle. Heading-

dependent wind biases have been removed from each aircraft flight by

the simple method of Grossman (1976).

Table 1, previously presented, identifies the type of observations

appearing on the charts, with one exception which will be discussed in

the next paragraph. Upper air observations, or surface observations

when appropriate, are for 1200 and 1500 GMT, respectively. For ship

positions and names, refer to Fig. 16. Observations for the Quadra,

not plotted at all levels, are for 0600 and 1800 GMT. No winds at this

ship were taken at 1200 GMT and the reprocessed Omega winds at 0900 and

1500 GMT were not available at the time the streamline analyses were

drawn.

Radar echo motions, averaged over from two to five 15-minute

observations, were plotted at mean positions on the 1000, 970, 850,

and 700 mb charts (Figs. 31-38). These observations bear arrowheads.

Echo motions tracked between 1130 and 1330 GMT were plotted at the

1230 GMT analysis time, and those between 1400 and 1600 GMT at the

1530 GMT analysis time. The complete set of echo motions obtained

were plotted on all of the four low-level charts in order to determine

whether or not it was possible to establish the relationship between
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the echo movements and the wind. A number of echo motion vectors occur

in close proximity to the low-level aircraft observations. A compari-

son has been made between individual 15-minute echo motions, such as

were shown in Figs. 23 and 24, and the aircraft winds. A similar com-

parison, which can be made by the reader, is between averaged echo

motions occurring within a period of two hours and the aircraft winds.

When this is done, it becomes clear that the height at which the echo

motions most correspond to the wind is variable. It is presumed that

this variability is related to the character of the convection, whether

deep or shallow, building or dissipating. As an example, on the east

north-to-south pass at 1230 GMT above latitude 90 N the echo motions in

deep convection (see Figs. 31, 33, and 35) appear best related both in

direction and speed to the aircraft winds at the 850 mb level. By

contrast, on the same pass below latitude 9°N, in a region where it has

previously been noted that the radar echoes were, on the whole, dissi-

pating, the echo motions appear better related to the aircraft winds at

the 1000 and 970 mb levels.

It will become apparent that direct comparison of echo motions with

other data cannot be the sole criterion for establishing the height (or

pressure level) to which the former should apply. It is also necessary

to consider radar target distance. To illustrate, using the example of

echo motions above and below latitude 9°N on the 1230 GMT charts, target

distances of the former averaged about 100 n mi, and the latter about

60 n mi. At the 100 n mi range and an elevation angle of 0.6° the beam

width of the Oceanographer radar (1.6°) extends from approximately 2700
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to 5200 m. At the 60 n mi range, the beam width extends from approxi-

mately 1200 to 3400 m. Therefore, the radar echoes tracked at the

larger distance above latitude 9°N had motions which properly should be

compared with winds in the range of 740 to 540 mb but for which data

are lacking. The similarity in speed and direction between the echo

motions and the aircraft winds at the 850 mb level suggests that winds

at somewhat higher levels were not far different.

In summary, care was exercised in the use of radar echo motions.

Their placement within a flow regime was considered in a way similar to

that for satellite wind vectors (Smith and Hasler, 1976). In this study

their primary use was to assist in the drawing of the streamline analyses

at the 700 mb level. But they were also used at the 1000 and 970 mb

levels to define the gust front (Figs. 23 and 24) located outside the

aircraft patterns. In the analyses at the 1000, 970, and 850 mb levels,

with the exception of the gust front area just mentioned, these observa-

tions were not used.

At the 250 mb level (Fig. 43) and the 200 mb level (Fig. 44) a

similar distinction is made between upper air or aircraft observations

and high-cloud satellite winds. Now the latter bear the arrowheads.

These observations at 1200 (Fig. 43) and 1500 GMT (Fig. 44) are consi-

dered to be of high quality. Nevertheless, it is not yet possible to

determine whether the high-cloud satellite vectors apply to the 250 or

to the 200 mb level. Since the altitude of the aircraft determined the

level of analysis, the vectors were applied at both levels.

Whenever possible without interfering with the data and streamline

presentations, the constant pressure charts show the PPI echo returns of
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the Oceanographer 5 cm radar, at either 1230 or 1530 GMT as appropriate.

These are hard core returns; the first contour indicates a reflectivity

of 28 dBZ and the second of 36 dBZ (compare with Figs. 27 and 28).

The Low-Level Wind Fields

The streamline analyses will be discussed in three parts: first,

the flow at low levels, 1000, 970, and 850 mb, in this subsection;

second, the flow at near and mid-tropospheric levels, 700, 500, and

400 mb, in the next subsection; and third, the outflow level at 250 or

200 mb, in the last subsection.

Flow patterns in the layer 1000-850 mb were complex and rapidly

changing in space and time. Nevertheless, no new or unknown process

took place. With characteristic temperatures and moisture contents,

northerly trades met southerly trades along a narrow zone extending

roughly between 8° and 9.5°N, where an estimated 90% of the "eastern"

cluster convection took place. At 1230 GMT streamlines representing

the northerly trades converged into a sink (the small area of most

active convection--see Fig. 29 or Fig. 31) ahead of southwestward-

moving CL 1-2 and behind southeastward-moving CL 3. Southerly stream-

lines converged into the sink along east-west-oriented CL 3 and ahead

of it. In addition, east of the sink streamlines curve cyclonically

behind CL 1-2. Note that at the 1000 mb level (Fig. 31) the aircraft

winds between 1348 and 1404 GMT were considered unrepresentative of the

flow at 1230 GMT. Here the streamlines curve cyclonically through the

NW-SE-oriented CL 1-2. Other features in Figs. 31 and 33 are representa-

tions of the gust front and the small cyclone near 9°N, 21°W. The leading
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edge of the former is depicted by a NW-to-SE-trending asymptote of

confluence near 7.8°N, 21.3°W. The gust front was associated with

the cyclonic outdraft to its north (see photographs in Fig. 23).

At 1530 GMT, as discussed previously in varied contexts, CL 1-2

had moved westward. CL 3 moved southeastward and along with it the

cyclonic circulation exhibited by the sink at 1230 GMT. The direction

and speed of translation of the center at the 1000 mb level were 295°

and 11.4 kt, respectively.

The Middle Tropospheric Levels

During the period 1230-1530 GMT at the middle levels, 700, 500,

and 400 mb (Figs. 37-42), little change in the mesoscale flow appears

to have occurred. When aircraft data from the U.S.S.R. applicable at

about the 500 and 400 mb levels become available (see Table 1), this

supposition will need to be examined further.

Central to the middle level charts were the position and movement

of the cyclone, which appeared at its maximum size at 700 mb and de-

creased with height (Figs. 29 and 30). Its position was tracked moving

slowly to the northeast between 1200 and 1600 GMT by the writer using

McIDAS and half-hourly SMS-1 digital satellite data. The positions at

1230 and 1530 GMT were then adjusted with reference to the north-south

legs of aircraft flights at all levels and with the assumption that

there was no slope to the system.

The assumption that the cyclone center had no slope does not affect

the system slope. At 700 mb a broad trough lies within the analysis
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area oriented NE-SW and sloping to the northwest with height and becom-

ing almost east-west at the 400 mb level.

The High Outflow Level

Figures 43 and 44 are streamline analyses at the 250 and 200 mb

levels, respectively. Between the two flight patterns shown, the CV-990

made another box at the 250 mb level. Aircraft winds on this box were

similar to those shown in Fig. 43.

A diffluent asymptote from which the flow branched towards the

north and south (but not always into the southern hemisphere) was a

frequent synoptic feature over the A-B ship array during the third

phase of GATE. Figures 43 and 44 show small anticyclonic outdraft

centers and small-scale diffluent asymptotes, all associated with

organized convection, superimposed on the large-scale flow field. In

Fig. 43, over the region of the most intense convection (near 8.5°N,

22°W), a mesoscale diffluent asymptote has been drawn. In Fig. 44,

a similar asymptote paralleled the NW-SE-trending Oceanogrpaher hard

core radar echoes.

CONCLUSIONS

On 5 September research aircraft investigated a mesoscale system

(defined in terms of possessing an organized cloud field) in the B-C

ship array with a lifetime which spanned no more than 24 hours. Some-

what more than half of this lifetime had passed when the aircraft began

their penetration of a part of the system. Approximately an hour before,

in the area investigated, convection peaked in intensity (Leary and
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Houze, 1976). The principal cause has been identified as a merger, or

partial joining, of two convective lines, one moving southwest and the

other southeast. The aircraft remained in the merger area approximately

four hours. During that time, the two convective lines, although joined

at one place, retained their identities and directions of movement.

Within several hours of the departure of the aircraft, organized con-

vection rapidly diminished in the area.

In support of this study only a fraction of the available data

scrutinized have been presented, and only the more important events

related to the analyses have been discussed. It was believed necessary

to examine the structure and movement of the mesoscale system prior to

the first analysis time in some detail so that the flow patterns pre-

dominantly dependent on the aircraft observations could be placed in

context. The interesting problems of origin, maintenance, and decline

of the mesoscale system are reserved for the future.

Further advancement in tropical mesoscale wind analysis, it is

suggested, depends upon better knowledge of the relationship between

convection and the mesoscale flow.
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Fig. 17a 0900 GMT SMS 1 n mi. resolution satellite photograph. Ships
indicated are Q (Quadra), 0 (Oceanographer), and P (Poryv),

Fig. 17b Same as 17a.
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Fig. 18a 1200 GMT SMS ½ n mi resolution satellite photograph. Ships
indicated are the same as in Fig, 17a.

Fig. 18b Same as 18a but with a typical aircraft box pattern.
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Fig. 19 0500 and 0600 GMT Oceanographer (left) and Quadra (right) PPI
displays. Ships indicated are P (Planet), Q (Quadra), H
(Hecla), D (Dallas), VI (Vize), VA (Vanguard), R (Researcher),
and 0 (Oceanographer). WMO hourly surface reports (knots)
are shown on the Quadra PPI's.
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Fig. 20 Same as Fig. 19 but for 0700 and 0800 GMT.
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Fig. 21 Same as Fig, 19 but for 0900 and 1000 GMT. The Quadra PPI a t1000 GMT also shows i min 150 m observations (knots) of the
Navy P-3A its outbound southwestward track (L005 through
1030 GMT) c
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Fig. 22 Same as Fig. 19 but for 1100 and 1200 GMT.
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Fig. 24 Same as Fig. 23 but for 1400 through 1530 GMT.



Fig. 25 An enlargement of SMS-1 digital satellite display at 1430 GMT
shown in Fig. 24 with 5 min 150 m observations (knots) of the
Navy P-3A on its inbound northeastward track (1425 through
1450 GMT).
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(knots) and 1500 GMT 1 n mi resolution SMS satellite photograph.
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Fig. 28 Same as Fig. 27 but for 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 29 1000 to 250 mb streamline analysis perspective at 1230 GMT.
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Fig. 30 1000 to 200 mb streamline analysis perspective at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 32 1000 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 33 970 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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Fig. 34 970 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 35 850 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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Fig. 36 850 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 37 700 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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Fig. 38 700 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 39 500 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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.Fig. 40 500 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 41 400 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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Figo 42 400 mb level streamline analysis at 1530 GMT.
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Fig. 43 250 mb level streamline analysis at 1230 GMT.
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